Reasoning about temporal information is an important task in many areas of Arti cial Intelligence. In this paper we address the problem of scalability in temporal reasoning by providing a collection of new algorithms for e ciently managing large sets of qualitative temporal relations. We focus on the class of relations forming the Point Algebra (PA-relations) and on a major extension to include binary disjunctions of PA-relations (PA-disjunctions). Such disjunctions add a great deal of expressive power, including the ability to stipulate disjointness of temporal intervals, which is important in planning applications.
Introduction
Representing and reasoning about qualitative temporal information is essential for many tasks of Arti cial Intelligence. In several areas, including planning 4, 5] , plan recognition 21, 42] , natural language understanding 3, 28, 34] and diagnosis of technical systems 30], temporal knowledge may take the form of collections of qualitative relations between time points or intervals. Temporal reasoning tasks include determining consistency (satis ability) of such collections, nding a consistent scenario (an interpretation for all the temporal variables involved) and deducing new relations from those that are known (or computing their closure).
For example, Allen and Koomen 5] introduced a planning system which is based on such forms of temporal reasoning and which uses an Interval Algebra (IA) formed from subsets of thirteen basic relations (see Figure 1 ) 2]. Their framework allows di erent modes of plan reasoning such as plan construction 4, 5] and plan recognition 21, 42 ] to be formalized. By allowing for temporal constraints among properties of domain objects and actions available to a planner, they are able to reason e ectively about simultaneous actions, and to construct plans which take into account interactions among contemplated actions. The task of checking the consistency of these relations is essential in the planning algorithm presented by Allen in 4]. Unfortunately, since the temporal relations used belong to IA, and reasoning with such an algebra is NP-complete 40, 41] , this task can be the bottleneck in the performance of the planning algorithm on large-scale problems.
In 4] Allen indicates two possible ways to avoid spending exponential time in temporal reasoning. One is to reduce the class of temporal relations to a tractable subset such as the pointizable interval relations 24, 39] . (This set of relations, called SIA in 37], consists of those relations in IA that can be translated into conjunctions of point relations between endpoints of intervals.) The other is to use an incomplete temporal reasoner that works in polynomial time but which can fail to detect inconsistencies among temporal constraints. As pointed out by Allen, the limitation of the rst method is that some practically essential relations such as disjointness relations cannot be expressed. Disjointness is needed, for example, in constraining two actions that require dedicated use of the same resources (agents, tools, pathways, etc.) to be nonoverlapping in time. The limitation of the second is that it may allow the construction of plans which are temporally inconsistent (and hence the planning algorithm is in general not sound). Moreover, in both cases traditional methods for temporal reasoning based on constraint propagation can incur prohibitive costs for large databases.
Since Allen's work on binary interval relations, numerous researchers have further investigated temporal reasoning based on constraint propagation techniques 11, 25, 26, 27, 41, 38, 39] . However scalability has remained a problem. Algorithms exist for SIA running in O(m) space and O(n 2 ) time for nding a scenario 37] , and in O(n 2 ) space and O(n 4 Recently, other approaches based on graph algorithms have been proposed whose main characteristic is that of providing better performance in practice compared to the more traditional constraint-based approaches 9, 12, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 28] . The present paper follows a similar direction. Our goal is to eciently manage large data sets of qualitative temporal relations including at least the pointizable relations and disjointness relations, without sacri cing completeness. Thus we begin with the Point Algebra (PA) 41] and add 4-point relations expressed as binary disjunctions of PA-relations. The elements of PA are the relations f<; >; =; ; ; 6 =; >; ;g, through which all the relations of SIA can be represented 24] . Disjunctions of PA-relations allow the representation of interval disjointness relations and cover a larger class of IA-relations than SIA and the ORD-Horn subalgebra. 1 Moreover, they can express some non-binary interval relations such as interval I before interval J or after interval K which are not in IA.
Our approach is based on ideas derived from a temporal reasoning system developed in the context of natural language comprehension 31, 32, 28] . In this system temporal relations are represented through graphs, called timegraphs, whose vertices represent points and whose edges represent temporal relations. The main characteristics of timegraphs are their partitioning into a set of chains, which are sets of linearly ordered points, and their use of a metagraph structure to guide the search processes across the chains. One advantage of this approach is that the space complexity can be linear in the number of stipulated relations. The other advantage is the e ciency in domains such as planning 1] and story understanding 28] in which the temporal data tend to fall naturally into chainlike aggregates. Essentially this is because the \worlds" described in plans and stories consist of individuals (or sets of related individuals) each moving through a course of actions and events, creating a trajectory in time. Building timegraphs in practice takes much less time than computing closure (the minimal network in constraint propagation terminology), and the amount of time spent in querying relations is nearly constant.
In this paper we present new e cient algorithms for building timegraphs from sets of PA-relations and for checking the consistency of PA-disjunctions. Among them there is an algorithm for dealing e ciently with \not equal" relations (6 =) which were not considered in previous timegraph algorithms. To our knowledge, the only authors who have proposed algorithms for reasoning e ciently with 6 = relations in the context of the Point Algebra are Ghallab and Mounir Alaoui 18] and van Beek and Cohen 39] . Neither has treated the problem quite satisfactorily. In fact, the correctness of the algorithm proposed by van Beek 37, 38 ] is based on a lemma whose proof as given in 39] turns out to be incorrect. However, in 16] we provide a new proof for the lemma which shows that van Beek's algorithm is indeed correct. In 18] the 6 = relations are only partially treated as the proposed algorithms cannot derive some strict orderings induced by 6 = relations. Section 2 introduces our framework formally. Section 3 shows the algorithms for building a timegraph and for querying relations. In Section 4 we deal with the problem of e ciently checking the consistency of a timegraph augmented with a set of disjunctions of PA-relations. We present a general method applicable to such augmented timegraphs, regardless of the kinds of disjunctions involved, and provide a specialized algorithm for binary disjunctions of strict inequalities. The method is based on two main steps: the rst exploits the information provided by the timegraph to preprocess the initial set of disjunctions, reducing it to a logically equivalent subset; the second performs a search to check the consistency of the reduced set which uses a form of selective backtracking 7, 33] and a \forward propagation" technique to greatly enhance e ciency. The preprocessing phase is worst-case polynomial, and in principle is strong enough to subsume consistency checking for the ORD-Horn class of interval relations.
Section 5 reports experimental results from TimeGraph-II (TG-II), a system in which the algorithms described in the previous sections have been implemented. Section 6 gives conclusions and indicates future work.
Representing temporal relations through graphs
In this section we introduce the de nitions and theorems on which the proposed approach is based.
De nition 1 A temporally labeled graph (TL-graph) is a graph with at least one vertex and a set of labeled edges, where each edge (v; l; w) connects a pair of distinct vertices v; w. The edges are either directed and labeled or <, or undirected and labeled 6 =. Figure 2 shows an example of a TL-graph. We assume that every vertex of a TL-graph has at least one name (time-point variable) attached to it. If a vertex has more than one name, then they are alternative names for the same time point. The name sets of any two vertices are required to be disjoint. More formally, writing P for the set of time-point variables attached to a TL-graph and V for its set of vertices, we assume that there exists a surjective function PV from P to V.
A model of a TL-graph is an interpretation of the vertex names as elements of a totally ordered set T (with strict ordering <), such that all names attached to the same vertex denote the same element and the interpretations of names attached to distinct vertices satisfy the constraints expressed by the edge(s), if any, connecting those vertices. The notions of of an interpretation and of a model for a TL-graph can be formally speci ed as follows:
De nition 2 Given a TL-graph G, an interpretation of G is a triple hT; I; Ri, where T is a totally ordered set (with ordering <); I is a function I : P ! T such that for all p 1 ; p 2 2 P if PV (p 1 ) = PV (p 2 ) then I(p 1 ) = I(p 2 ); R is a function mapping each label l on the edges of G (\<",\ " or \6 =") into the corresponding binary relation R(l) on T (<, or 6 =). 2 De nition 3 Given a TL-graph G, a model of G is an interpretation such that if (v 1 ; l; v 2 ) is an edge of G, then for all p i ; p j 2 P satisfying PV (p i )=v 1 and PV (p j )=v 2 
De nition 4 A TL-graph is consistent if and only if it has at least one model. De nition 5 Two or more TL-graphs are logically equivalent if and only if they have the same models.
A path of length n from v 0 to v n is a sequence of n triples (v 0 ; l 1 ; v 1 ),..., (v n?1 ; l n ; v n ) where v i (0 i n) are vertices and l j (1 j n) are labels (relations) on edges. De nition 6 In a TL-graph we call a path a -path if each label l i is or <.
A -path is a <-path if at least one of these labels is <.
De nition 7 A -path (<-path) of length n from v 0 to v n , n 1, is a -cycle (<-cycle) if v 0 = v n . A TL-graph is acyclic if it does not contain any -cycle.
Theorem 1 A TL-graph is consistent iff it does not contain any <-cycle, or any -cycle that has two vertices connected by an edge with label 6 =.
Proof (sketch): The \only if" direction is obvious from irre exivity of <, and from equality of vertices on a -cycle. The \if" direction is proved by induction on the number of 6 =-edges. When there are none, the absence of <-cycles guarantees consistency. In the induction step, we note that we can consistently add (v; 6 =; w) just in case we can consistently add (v; <; w) or consistently add (w; <; v). We use the former if there is a -path from v to w, and the latter otherwise, obtaining a situation covered by the induction assumption. 2 De nition 8 A TL-graph contains an implicit < relation v < w if there is no <-path from v to w and either there is an edge between v and w with label 6 = and a -path (but no <-path) from v to w (see Figure 3 .a)); or there exist two vertices t and u such that there is an edge between t and u with label 6 = and -paths (but no <-path) from v to u, u to w, v to t, and t to w (see Figure 3 .b)).
The graphs isomorphic to the one given in Figure 3 .b) are called 6 =-diamonds.
De nition 9 An explicit graph for a given TL-graph G is an acyclic TL-graph logically equivalent to G and with no implicit < relations.
Theorem 2 An explicit TL-graph entails v = w iff v and w are alternative names of the same vertex; it entails v w iff there is a -path from v to w; it entails v < w iff there is a <-path from v to w, and it entails v 6 = w iff there is a <-path from v to w or from w to v, or there is an edge (v; 6 =; w). Proof (sketch). Since by de nition an explicit TL-graph is acyclic, it is easy to show that only equalities between point-variables in the same set of names of a vertex can be entailed. Regarding the entailment of the other relations, the claim is still easy to establish when there are no 6 =-edges in the graph. When there are 6 =-edges, the idea is to show that if there is no -path (<-path) from v to w, we can \decide" any 6 =-edge (making it a <-edge in one direction or the other) without creating cycles, without creating a -path (<-path) from v to w, and without forfeiting the \explicit graph" property. Thus all the 6 =-edges can be decided, and we end up with a consistent graph that entails the original one, yet doesn't entail v w (v < w). The reason we can avoid creating a -path (<-path) from v to w is that if both ways of deciding a 6 =-edge gave such a path, then a 6 =-diamond would have to be present (formed by v, w, and the vertices connected by the 6 =-edge), contrary to the \explicit graph" property. And the reason we do not forfeit the \explicit graph" property is that a <-edge replacing a 6 =-edge cannot create paths that support an implicit < relation (they can only support an explicit < relation).2
Remark. This theorem has two important consequences. One is that it enables us to write linear time procedures which obtain the strongest relation between two points entailed by an explicit graph (called the minimal label by van Beek and Cohen 39]). Secondly, it provides the basis for a new proof of their Lemma 1 in 39] stating that any path-consistent nonmininmal network of relations 3 taken from PA must include a four-vertex subgraph isomorphic to the graph in Figure 3 .b). In 16] we present such a proof. 3 A network is minimal if there is exactly one labeled edge for each pair of distinct vertices and all the labels are minimal. A path-consistent network is one in which for any three vertices u; v; w, any of the possible relations f<; >; =g allowed by the label of the edge joining u and v is consistent with the labels joining u and w, and v and w. This lemma is particularly important in the constraint propagation approach to temporal reasoning because it allows computation of the minimal network for a set of relations in the point algebra by an algorithm taking O(n 4 ) time (for n vertices) 39].
The value of this new proof lies in the fact that the one given by van Beek and Cohen is not correct. This becomes evident if one observes that the four-vertex constraint network obtained by replacing the -paths in Figure 3 .b) with edges and adding the edge (v; f<; =g; w) is not the only four-vertex path consistent network that, up to isomorphism, can be derived in the last step of the proof of van Beek and Cohen. In fact, the network obtained by replacing (v; f<; =g; u) with (v; f<; =; >g; u) and (u; f<; =g; w) with (u; f<; =; >g; w) is another possible network. This contradicts what van Beek and Cohen assert at the end of their proof.
We will show how linear time procedures for querying relations can be designed in Section 3.5.
3 The construction of a timegraph Given a set S of binary relations in the Point Algebra we rst build a TL-graph whose vertices correspond to the variables (time points) in S, and whose edges correspond to the relations (note that = relations are translated by creating only one vertex for each set of explicitly equated variables, and labeling that vertex with that set of variables). For example, the relation x y is translated into a pair of vertices v x ,v y and a directed edge from v x to v y with label .
In the following we will assume that the graph is represented by a double adjacency list which stores for each vertex the list of predecessors and the list of successors.
From the TL-graph we then form a timegraph whose de nition is:
De nition 10 A timegraph is an acyclic TL-graph partitioned into a set of time chains, such that each vertex is on one and only one time chain. A time chain is a -path, plus possibly transitive edges connecting pairs of vertices on the -path. Distinct chains of a timegraph can be connected by cross-edges (these, and certain auxiliary edges, will also be called metaedges). Vertices connected by cross-edges are called cross-connected vertices (or metavertices 4 ).
The construction of a timegraph from a TL-graph consists of four main steps: consistency checking, ranking of the graph, formation of the chains and making all implicit < relations explicit.
Checking consistency
Determining the consistency of a TL-graph G=(V,E), where V is the set of vertices and E is the set of edges, can be accomplished in two steps. The rst step consists of the identi cation of all the strongly connected components (SCC) 8] of the TL-graph derived from G ignoring the 6 = relations. The second step consists of checking if any of the SCCs contains a pair of vertices connected by an edge with label <, or 
Ranking the graph
Given a TL-graph G, we de ne the universal start time of G as a special vertex with no predecessors and with successors the set of vertices in G which have no other predecessors. Each edge leaving from the universal start time has label .
In accordance with the de nition given by Ghallab and Mounir Alaoui in 18], the rank of a vertex v is de ned as the length of the longest -paths from the universal start time to v, times the distance increment k. (I.e., rank increases in steps of size k along maximal-length paths.) In our terminology the rank of a vertex is also called the pseudotime of that vertex. The main purpose of the ranks is bounding the search at query time. In fact, using the ranks, it is often possible to obtain the strongest relation between two vertices that is entailed by the graph in constant time, i.e. without performing any search. We will show how this is possible in the next Section, while in Section 3.5 we discuss the query algorithms further. Figure 4 shows an algorithm for computing the ranks for an acyclic TL-graph based on the DAG-longest-paths algorithm reported in 8] and taking O(n + e) time.
Forming the time chains and the metagraph
The main computational importance of time chains is that, given a pair of vertices belonging to the same chain, it is possible to compute the strongest relation entailed by the graph in constant time, whereas in general this task requires a graph search linear in the number of edges (unless of course we precompute all O(n 2 ) minimal labels). The constant time algorithm is given in Figure 5 . This result is achieved by using the pseudotimes of four vertices and an additional, INPUT: A consistent T L-graph G=(V,E), an integer k OUTPUT: The ranks of the vertices in G We describe how the nextgreaters can be e ciently computed in the next section. Since vertices on the same chain support constant time queries, it is desirable to keep the number of time chains to a minimumin building the timegraph. Another desirable constraint is that the number of cross-edges be minimal.
De nition 12 A timegraph is an optimal timegraph if it has the least possible number of time chains and the least possible number of cross-edges.
The problem of minimizing the number of chains could be solved in time O(n 3 ) using a Maximum Flow algorithm 8]. However, this complexity is too high for our purposes; for scalable temporal reasoning, the preprocessing complexity of the data should be linear, or not much worse than linear, in the size of the data.
INPUT: a consistent T L-graph G=(V,E) OUTPUT: G with vertices assigned to chains (using chain indices c = 1, 2, ...).
1.
X := list of vertices in V; c := 1; 2. shows an algorithm for creating a set of time chains from a given TLgraph that attempts to minimize the number of cross-edges and that works well in practice. It can be shown , using the adjacency list of the preceding vertices, that the time complexity of the algorithm is O(n + e). i := rst vertex on C ; n := last vertex on C; 2.
while rank(i) <rank(n) do 3.
k := successor of i on C; strict := false; 4.
while strict = false and rank(k) rank(n) do 5. S = f(j; l; k) j j 2 C, l 2 f<; 6 =g, and rank(i) rank(j) < rank(k)g;
6.
if S is not empty then begin 7.
r := the vertex with the highest rank in fstart(e) j e 2 S g; 8. strict := true; 9.
for each vertex t on C between i and r do 10.
nextgreater(t) := k; 11.
i := successor of r on C end 12.
else k:= successor of k on C endfwhileg end.fwhileg 
Computing the nextgreater links
The algorithm for computing the nextgreater links consists of two main steps. In the rst step the nextgreater links for each vertex v are computed considering only edges connecting vertices on the same chain as v. In the second step these nextgreater links are re ned by looking for cross-chain <-paths. Figure 8 shows an algorithm for performing the rst step for a single chain C that takes O(n C + e C ) time, where n C is the number of vertices on C and e C is the number of edges between those vertices. The function start((v 1 ; l; v 2 )) indicates the vertex between v 1 and v 2 that has the minimum rank. Since two vertices on the same chain may also be connected via cross chain paths, it is clear that the rst step is not su cient for computing nextgreaters. The second step completes this task by performing a search for the <-paths that go from one cross-connected vertex of a chain to another on the same chain, starting with an out-going cross-edge and ending with an incoming cross-edge. For example, in Figure 7 the nextgreater of a is c, but before re nement it was f. Edges with no label have been assumed to be labeled . The dotted edges represent the nextgreater links. The number labeling each vertex is the pseudotime obtained using increments of 1000.
The second step is in general the most time-consuming in the computation of nextgreaters; in fact since each search can cost O(e) time, the time complexity is O(n e). However, for timegraphs it is possible to improve this bound signi cantly with a negligible cost in space complexity (a constant factor). In order to do that, we need two new links for each cross-connected vertex v. The rst points to the rst successor of v on the same chain which has outgoing cross-edges, and the second points to the rst successor of v on the same chain which has incoming cross-edges. We indicate the vertices pointed to by these two links with nextout(v) and nextin(v). Based on the metavertices and the metaedges of the timegraph, together with these new links, we de ne the metagraph of a given timegraph T:
De nition 13 Given a timegraph T, the metagraph of T is the graphĜ = (V ;Ê) in whichV =fv j v is a metavertex in Tg andÊ=f(v; l; w) j (v; l; w) is a cross-edge in Tg fnextout(v i ), nextin(v i ) j v i 2V g.
It can be shown thatĜ can be computed from T in O(n + e) time. The algorithm for re ning the nextgreaters on a chain C, whose pseudocode is reported in Appendix A, starts by considering the last vertex on C, v start , that might be re ned (i.e., such that it has an outgoing cross-edge and its nextin points to a vertex on C preceding the current nextgreater). Once we have found all the paths from v start to other cross-connected vertices in C, and we have updated the value of nextgreater(v start ) accordingly, we \move back" to vertices on C preceding v start and update each of their nextgreater links, until we get to another crossconnected vertex with outgoing cross-edges. Then we initiate another search. Since this search can be performed using the metagraph, the time complexity of the algorithm on chain C is O(n C +n Cê ) time, where n C is the number of vertices on C andn C is the number of metavertices on C. The global complexity of the algorithm for computing the nextgreaters is then O(e + P C (n C +n C ê)) = O(e + n +n ê). Moreover, the search required for re ning the nextgreater of a vertex v can be pruned whenever a vertex with a rank greater or equal to the rank of the current nextgreater of v is reached (by the de nition of rank and by the way the chains are formed, it is not possible to have a path from a vertex v to a vertex with a rank equal or greater than the rank of v).
Dealing with \not equal" relations
Reducing a TL-graph (i.e. making explicit all the implicit < relations by the addition of new edges with label <) can be the most expensive task in the construction of a timegraph. This is the same as in van Beek's approach whose algorithm 37, 38] takes O(max(n 2 e 6 = ; n 3 )) time, with n the number of time points, and e 6 = number of 6 = relations. Since our approach is aimed at managing large data sets, this step is the crucial one. Fortunately, the data structures provided by a timegraph allow this task to be accomplished more e ciently. Figure 3 shows the two cases of implicit < relations. An algorithm for the rst case ( Figure 3 .a)) is given in Figure 9 . The time complexity of this algorithm is O(ê 6 = (ê +n + k)), whereê 6 = is the number of 6 = cross-edges in the timegraph, 5ê 5 Note that if (v; 6 =; w) is a transitive edge on a chain we have an implicit < relation of the rst kind, and hence it is already considered by the algorithm of Figure 9 .
1.
for each edge (v; 6 =; w) in G 2.
if there exists a <-path from v to w then 3.
remove (v; 6 =; w) from G 4.
else if each path from v to w is a -path but not a <-path then 5.
remove (v; 6 =; w) from G and add (v; <; w) to G. is the number of metaedges and k is the constant time required for determining the relation between points on the same chain. In fact, using the metagraph, the tests in step 2 and 3 can be performed in O(ê +n + k) time (see Section 3.5). In order to make implicit < relations of the second kind ( Figure 3 .b) explicit, a number of 6 =-diamonds of the order of e 6 = n 2 may need to be identi ed in the worst case. However, for timegraphs only a subset of these needs to be considered. In fact it is possible to limit the search to the smallest 6 =-diamonds, i.e., the set of diamonds obtained by considering for each edge (v; 6 =; w) only the nearest common descendants of v and w (NCD(v,w)) and their nearest common ancestors (NCA(v,w)). This is a consequence of the fact that, once we have inserted a < edge from a vertex in NCA(v,w) to a vertex in NCD(v,w), we will have explicit <-paths for all pairs of \diamond-connected" vertices. Figure 10 shows an example of a timegraph with several 6 =-diamonds of which only one is the smallest and needs to be considered.
From the previous observation we can derive a criterion for pruning the search that in practice can give signi cant time savings. In fact the total number of diamonds that has to be considered is bounded by P (v;6 =;w) j NCA(v; w) j j NCD(v; w) j. Figure 11 shows an e cient algorithm, based on the computation of the nearest common descendants and ancestors, for making the implicit < relation of 6 =-diamonds explicit. The algorithm uses the list open as a supplemental data structure. Each item in open is a pair (v; q) where v is a vertex to be visited and q is an integer between 1 and 4 called the code of v. The code of a vertex is used to recognize when the vertex is a nearest common descendant and, given the set of vertices already visited, when it is not possible to reach any other nearest common descendants in addition to the ones already reached. The codes of two vertices are combined using a table (combine) that is given in Table I .
The time complexity is O(e), but exploiting the timegraph's data structures, we can obtain better performance by limiting the search to the metagraph. This is because we need to consider only 6 = cross-edges (see footnote 5), and if (v,6 =,w) is such a cross-edge, NCD(v; w) and NCA(v; w) must all be metavertices. So, writing NCA(v; w) and NCD(v; w) respectively for the subset of NCA(v; w) and the subset of NCD(v; w) consisting only of metavertices, the number of 6 =-diamonds to be considered is reduced to P (v; 6 =; w) 2Ê j NCA(v; w) j j NCD(v; w) j.
The algorithm for computing NCA(v; w) is analogous to the NCD algorithm.
To conclude the treatment of the 6 = relations, we observe that the addition of new < edges to the timegraph requires, in general, the updating of the nextgreaters and the nextout, nextin links.
Query algorithms
Given an explicit TL-graph, Theorem 2 permits us to derive the strongest relation between two time points that is entailed by the graph, just by looking for all the paths connecting the two corresponding vertices. Furthermore, in timegraphs there are four special cases in which those paths can be obtained in constant time. we remove all redundant 6 = edges (i.e., 6 = edges between vertices connected by a -path), p 1 6 = p 2 is the strongest relation entailed by the graph just in case there exists a cross-edge with label 6 = connecting the corresponding vertices v 1 , v 2 .
In the remaining cases an explicit search of the graph needs to be performed. If there exists at least one <-path from v 1 to v 2 , then the answer is v 1 < v 2 . If there are only -paths (but no <-paths) from v 1 to v 2 , then the answer is v 1 v 2 . Analogously for paths from v 2 to v 1 . An algorithm for accomplishing this task can be derived by a slight adaptation of the single-source-longest-paths algorithm for directed acyclic graphs reported in 8]. This algorithm has a time complexity of O(n+e) but, exploiting again the timegraph's data structures, and in particular the metagraph, we can adapt it to obtain a complexity O(k +ê+n), where k is the constant corresponding to the time required by the four special cases. Moreover, as in the computation of the nextgreater links in Section 3.3.1, the search from a vertex v 1 to a vertex v 2 can be pruned whenever a vertex with a rank greater then or equal to the rank of v 2 is reached.
Managing disjunctions
The expressive power of a TL-graph can be signi cantly increased by augmenting it with a set of disjunctions of PA-relations (PA-disjunctions). In particular, for binary PA-disjunctions a substantially larger class of interval relations than SIA can be translated into point-relations. This can be seen by observing that given an interval relation R expressed as a subset S of the set A of the thirteen basic interval relations (see Figure 1) , R holds for a pair of intervals if and only if none of the relations in A ? S hold; i.e., asserting that R holds is equivalent to asserting that the conjunction of negations of the relations in A?S holds. The translation into point-relations of the negation of each basic interval relation is given in Figure 12 , where start(I) and end(I) indicate the starting and the end points of the interval I (analogously for the interval J), and it is assumed that start(I) < end(I) (analogously for J). Since there are only two basic relations (overlaps and overlapped-by) whose negations correspond to ternary PA-disjunctions (all the other disjunctions are at most binary), the number of relations in IA that can be translated into a collection of binary PA-disjunctions is at least 2 11 (2048) against the 188 of SIA. In fact, all the interval relations corresponding to the set ffoverlaps,overlapped-byg Mg, where M is one of the 2 11 subsets of A?foverlaps,overlapped-byg, is translatable into a collection of binary PA-disjunctions. This is just a lower bound because among the remaining set N of 2 13 ? 2 11 interval relations there are other translatable relations.
For example, if R is the interval relation corresponding to the set S=fequal, starts, started-by, nishes, nished-by, during, contains, after, overlapped-by, met-byg, then A-S is fbefore, meets, overlapsg and the point-relations translating not-before, not-meets and not-overlaps are respectively: start(J) end(I) (i) start(J) 6 = end(I)
From (i) and (ii) we can derive start(J) < end(I) (iv) and from (iii) and (iv) we obtain (start(J) start(I)) _ (end(J) end(I)) (v) So, we have proved that R can be translated into (iv) and (v), and hence by binary PA-disjunctions.
It is interesting to note that among the translatable relations in M there are the disjointness relations (see Figure 13) . Moreover, PA-disjunctions also allow the representation of many non-binary interval relations such as (I meets J) or (K before H) (I; J; K; H intervals) which are not in the Interval Algebra.
In this section we present e cient algorithms for determining the consistency of a timegraph augmented by a set of PA-disjunctions which we call disjunctive timegraph.
De nition 14 A disjunctive timegraph (D-timegraph) is a pair hT; Di where T is a timegraph and D is a set of binary PA-disjunctions involving only point variables in T.
The notion of a consistent TL-graph is generalized to a D-timegraph hT; Di by requiring that for each PA-disjunction in D it is possible to select one of the disjuncts in such a way that the resulting collection of selected PA-relations can be consistently added to T. We call this set of selected disjuncts an instantiation of D in T, and the task of nding such a set deciding D relative to T. We rst describe some powerful pruning rules on which the rst step is based, and then present an e cient search algorithm which combines a form of selective backtracking 7, 33] with chronological backtracking. In Section 5.2 the e ciency of the proposed techniques is evaluated experimentally.
Preprocessing
The set of disjunctions of a D-timegraph hT; Di can be reduced to a signi catively smaller subset by applying some pruning rules to each disjunction D(i) = xR 1 obtained by applying the pruning rules to the disjunctions in D using T immediately added to T, then we can also eliminate D(5). However, we do not currently exploit this fact, since adding to T requires updating to maintain the timegraph data structures { e.g., nextgreaters { and ensure explicitness, and with our current algorithms the cost of repeated updates can outweigh the gains.)
Rule (1) is a special case of rule (2). We keep them separated because the time required for applying rule (2) may be too great; rule (1) just requires application of the timegraph query algorithms, whereas rule (2) calls for a (temporary) addition to the timegraph. In fact, when one of the disjuncts of the disjunction is an \=" or \<" relation, the addition to the timegraph of the negation of the disjunct can determine the creation of new 6 =-diamonds that have to be reduced, and of new -cycles that have to be collapsed before verifying the entailment of the second disjunct. In these cases a rule weaker than rule (2) may be preferred. In particular, for disjunctions d of the form x < y _ w < z we can use the following rule:
This rule is applied to a disjunction only if it cannot be removed by rule (1) , that is the timegraph does not contain <-paths from x to y and from w to z (otherwise the disjunction would be eliminated by rule (1)). In fact, under this condition, if T entails x < z and w y, or x z and w < y, and we assume the negation of the rst disjunct (y x) or of the second disjunct (w z), the resulting timegraph entails x < y or w < z respectively (see Figure 15) . Rule (2 0 ) is sound but not complete in the sense that there can be some disjunctions that the rule does not eliminate but which the full T-tautology can Figure 15 : Two cases in which the precondition of Restricted TL-tautology is satis ed. Dotted edges represent the assumed relations. \Wavy" arcs arepaths or <-paths remove. However, for timegraphs, applying rule (1) and restricted T-tautology is more e cient then applying rule (2) since checking the preconditions of rule (1) and rule (2 0 ) can be accomplished just by using query algorithms. The choice between using the full T-tautology and the combination of rule (1) and restricted T-tautology (or other weaker rules) depends on how much e ort we want to dedicate to the preprocessing step and how much to the search step. 6 If both rules (3.i) and (3.ii) can be applied to a disjunction d in D, then there is no instantiation of D because the addition of either disjunct of d makes the resulting timegraph inconsistent. When only one of (3.i) and (3.ii) can be applied to d, the disjunct of d which can be consistently added to the graph is called the T-resolvent of d. 7 If D contains a disjunct of the form s < t (or s t), and T has a -path (<-path) from the vertex corresponding to s to the vertex corresponding to t, we say that the D-timegraph contains a <-quasicycle (quasicycle hereafter) determined by the disjunct s < y (s t). For example, the D-timegraph of Figure 14 contains a quasicycle determined by g a (the rst disjunct of D (3)). When rule (3) is applied to a disjunction having a disjunct which determines a quasicycle we call this quasicycle elimination. The application of rule (3) is an e cient operation especially when the disjuncts are <-relations. In fact, in these cases quasicycle elimination can be applied just by checking the existence of a -path in the metagraph of the timegraph. For example, for eliminating x < y _ w < z it su ces to verify that the timegraph entails z w (rule (3.i)) or that it entails y x (rule (3.ii)).
The result of applying the pruning rules to all the disjunctions of D is a subset D 0 of D and a set Q of T-resolvents. The PA-relations of Q can then be added to the original graph producing a new timegraph T 0 which is used by the search 6 The worst-case behavior of rule (2) can be improved by reformulating it so that both xR 1 y and wR 2 z are added to T , and then the consistency of T is checked. This would avoid the potential O(e 2 ) cost of 6 =-diamond reduction in favor of O(e) consistency checking. However, it is still advantageous to use (2 0 ) whenever possible. 7 This terminology re ects the strong similarity of T -resolution to a particular form of \The-ory Resolution" proposed by Stickel 35] . Proof (sketch). The proof follows from Theorem 2 and from the fact that each disjunction is binary. 2
Various strategies are possible for preprocessing the set of disjunctions using the pruning rules. Here we have adopted the simplest one in which the rules are applied to each disjunction once and the set of T-resolvents generated is added to the timegraph at the end of the process. This strategy is very e cient since it is based on query algorithms and does not require updating to maintain the timegraph data structures. Moreover, as will be shown in Section 5.2, this technique is particularly e ective when the timegraph is not sparse.
A more complete strategy, though more computationally expensive, is to add the T-resolvents to the graph as soon as they are produced and to iterate the application of the rules till no further disjunction can be eliminated. This strategy is still polynomial but since determining the consistency of a disjunctive timegraph is NP-complete, in general it does not guarantee that when the iteration stops without having detected an inconsistency, the graph is indeed consistent. However, we show that the above strategy is complete for an important class of PA-disjunctions translating the interval relations in the ORD-Horn subclass of IA. The proofs of the next claims are based on the following de nitions and facts from 29]: Proof. Suppose that the pruning rules are applied by using a strategy such that the T-resolvents are added to the timegraph as soon as they are produced, and the application of the rules is iterated till no further disjunctions can be eliminated. Since each iteration takes polynomial time and the maximumnumber of iterations corresponds to the number of disjunctions in D, this strategy is polynomial.
It is clear that if the preprocessing using this strategy terminates by reporting inconsistency then the initial D-timegraph is not consistent. The key point is to
show that termination without detection of inconsistency entails consistency of hT; Di. Let hT 0 ; D 0 i be the D-timegraph at termination, and R 0 the set of PA-relations entailed by T 0 . Since positive unit resolution is known to be refutation-complete for Horn theories 20], by property 2 and Propositions 1 and 2 it su ces to show that unit resolution applied to R D ORD R , or equivalently to R 0 D 0 ORD R 0 , cannot derive any unit clauses (PA-relations) that are not in R 0 . We know that no unit resolution is possible between any PA-relation in R 0 and any disjunction in D 0 (otherwise, the disjunct resolved against would have been detected not to be consistent with the timegraph during preprocessing). So, the only unit resolutions that may be possible are between PA-relations in R 0 and clauses in ORD R 0 . But this will not give any new PA-relation that we cannot already "read o " T 0 , i.e., a unit clause that does not belong to R 0 . So, there are no unit resolutions of any kind that lead to any PA-relation (unit clause) that we do not already \know" (that does not belong to R 0 ).
Hence, we can conclude that if the preprocessing does not stop by reporting inconsistency, no contradiction is derivable, i.e., the initial disjunctive timegraph is consistent. 2
Given a set I of interval relations in the ORD-Horn subclass that can be translated into a set H of ORD-Horn clauses, we write T I for the timegraph built from the set of the unary clauses of H, and D I for the set of the remaining (binary) clauses of H. 
Partially Selective Backtracking
Once the initial set of disjunctions has been reduced by the application of the pruning rules, an arbitrary total order is imposed on the remaining disjunctions, and the search for an instantiation of them is activated. In this section we describe an algorithm for binary disjunctions of inequalities. The algorithm can easily be generalized to disjunctions containing 6 = relations, while for and = relations some further e ort is generally needed because we have to deal with new -cycles and implicit < relations that the addition of < and relations to the timegraph can produce.
We rst introduce some terminology, part of which is borrowed from 7], and the general backtracking strategy.
Terminology and backtracking strategy
A disjunction is indicated with D(j) ( Each disjunct has a status associated with it that can be available, current or eliminated. A disjunct is available if it hasn't been tried yet. Initially all the disjuncts are available. Figure 16 shows the possible transitions for the status of a disjunct. An available disjunct becomes current when it is selected as part of the current (attempted) instantiation of D. At this point the corresponding edge is added to the timegraph, and the disjunction to which it belongs becomes decided. A disjunct changes status from available to eliminated when the addition of the corresponding edge to the timegraph would make the resulting graph inconsistent. During backtracking a disjunct can change status from current to available and from eliminated to available. When it changes from current to available the corresponding edge is retracted.
In general, after each addition and retraction the timegraph should be restored to explicit form. However this is not always necessary if all the disjuncts are PA-relations in f<; 6 =g. In fact in these cases any addition or retraction in the timegraph does not induce new -cycles that are not <-cycles, and even though Moreover, for disjuncts of the form x 6 = y, an inconsistency can arise only when x,y are alternative names of the same vertex. We indicate with T j the timegraph resulting after deciding D(j). The set of current disjuncts taking part in a quasicycle determined by an eliminated disjunct d(i; j) is a set of antagonists of D(i). Note that a disjunct can determine more than one quasicycle and hence the corresponding disjunction can have more than one set of antagonists. However, we will always consider only one of them: the set of current disjuncts taking part in the -path identi ed by the procedure which checks for the existence of the quasicycle. The culprit of an eliminated disjunct d(i; j) (written as culprit(i; j)) is the most recently decided disjunction responsible for its elimination; i.e., it is the most recently decided disjunction D(h) (1 h < i) such that:
1. one of the disjuncts of D(h) is available;
the other disjunct of D(h) is among the antagonists of D(i).
In order to simplify the explanation of the method, we assume that all the disjuncts are di erent PA-relations. This assumption can easily be relaxed by checking whenever a disjunction is examined if one of its available disjuncts is equal to the current disjunct of a disjunction already decided, and modifying the relevant data structures accordingly.
The search for an instantiation is conducted by deciding each disjunction in turn, adding the chosen disjunct to the graph, until all disjunctions are decided or an impasse is reached, i.e., the next disjunction D(i) cannot be consistently decided either way (i.e. without adding quasicycles). In the latter case, we backtrack to the culprit of one of the disjuncts of D(i). When both the culprits are null the search proceeds by backtracking chronologically. This is illustrated in the following example.
An example
Let L be a D-timegraph hT; Di where T is the timegraph of Figure 17 and D is the following set of disjunctions: (2) is the culprit of n < f, the second disjunct of D(5). Redeciding D(1) using n < g will break the cycle b; f; b, while redeciding D(2) using n < f will break the cycle f; m; n; f. D (2) is selected because it has been decided more recently than D(1).
The graph T 2 of Figure 17 shows the state of the search after backtracking. Note that in general the decision for D(3) needs to be reconsidered, whereas we do not have to redecide D(4) since its chosen disjunct involves no new cycles. (Moreover, its culprit remains the same since the other way of deciding D(4) (f < b) still creates a quasicycle).
Finally, T 3 shows the instantiation found by the search.
Basic algorithm and data structures
The backtracking algorithm of Figure A disjunction D(j) cannot be decided when both its disjuncts take part in a quasicycle determined in T j?1 . In this case there can be two culprits for D(j), and the one corresponding to the most recently decided disjunction is stored in culprit j] and can be used to select a disjunction to backtrack to. A simple chronological backtracking mechanism would always choose as backtrack point the most recently decided disjunction D(k) with an available disjunct, and all the disjunctions D(h) between D(k) and D(j) would be restored (i.e. dsj h]=0 and culprit h]=nil). But exploiting our data structures, if D(j) has an antagonist which is not null (i.e. culprit j] 6 = nil), we can use it to jump back directly to the most recently decided disjunction whose current disjunct takes part in a quasicycle determined by the disjunct of D(j). Moreover, not all the disjunctions between D(k) and D(j) need to be restored, in fact all the disjunctions D(h) such that culprit h] < k can be left unchanged. The reason for this is that dsj h] can have a value di erent from the current one (at the moment of backtracking) only if there is a backtrack to a disjunction which is equal to or which precedes culprit h]. In fact, if k > culprit h] then the eliminated disjunct of D(h) will continue to determine a quasicycle in each timegraph T i (k i < h), no matter how D(k) and the further disjunctions preceding D(h) will be decided after the backtrack to D(k).
This form of selective backtracking can signi cantly prune the search in comparison with ordinary chronological backtracking. However, for each j, culprit j] indicates only one disjunction which is responsible for an impasse reached during the search. As discussed in 7, 33] , to obtain a complete selective backtracking algorithm we could augment the information stored in the culprit data structure, maintaining for each eliminated disjunct all the previously decided disjunctions which are responsible for its elimination (i.e. its set of antagonists) instead of just the latest one. However, the computational space required by the algorithm performing full selective backtracking would then be O(m 2 ), where m is the number of disjunctions. This bound would be unacceptable for large graphs if the number of disjunctions is comparable to the number n of time points or greater (it can be as high as n 4 ).
So, in order to guarantee completeness while retaining linear space complexity, whenever an undecidable disjunction D(j) with an empty antagonist is reached, the algorithm performs a chronological backtrack to the rst preceding disjunction D(k) (k < j) with an available disjunct, and each disjunction between D(h) and D(k) lacking an antagonist preceding k is restored. If such a disjunction does not exist, then there is no instantiation of the original set of disjunctions. IF culprit(p,1) = culprit(p,2) = nil THEN BEGIN {chronological backtracking} 7.
q:= the highest j such that j < i and DSJ j]=1, or nil if such a j does not exist; 8.
IF q is not nil THEN BEGIN {restore disjunctions between D(q) and D(i)} 9.
CULPRIT q]:= nil; mark d(q,1) eliminated; 10.
FOR t = q to i 11.
IF CULPRIT p]:= max(culprit(p,1),culprit(p,2)); 18. q:= CULPRIT p]; run through steps 9. to 14. 
Forward propagation
When the initial timegraph is very sparse, the dearth of constraints imposed by the graph can protract the search for an instantiation of the disjunctions and the algorithm may perform an unacceptable number of backtracks (see Section 5.2). In this section we propose a technique which in practice can dramatically reduce the number of backtracks in such cases. Forward propagation of a decided disjunction D(i) consists of checking all disjunctions D(j) not yet decided and following D(i) in the ordering (i.e. such that i < j m), to determine whether at least one of the disjuncts of D(j) can be consistently added to T h (i < h < j), where h is the index of the most recently decided disjunction at the moment of checking D(j). If only one disjunct of D(j) determines an inconsistency, then its status is set to eliminated and the other disjunct is made current. If both disjuncts determine a quasicycle then D(j) cannot be decided and we perform a jump back to culprit j] (if culprit j]6 = nil) or a chronological backtrack to the rst disjunction preceding D(j) with an available disjunct (if culprit j]=nil). Figure 19 shows the algorithm for achieving the forward propagation of a decided disjunction. It uses an additional data structure called d-set which is a vector of dimension m where d-set i] is the set I of disjunction indices such that k 2 I if D(k) is a disjunction which has been decided by the forward propagation of D(i). In Appendix B the search algorithm enhanced by the inclusion of the forward propagation is reported. Note that for backtracks performed by this new algorithm, we restore disjunctions in accordance with the basic algorithm, and in addition for each disjunction D(i) that is updated we also restore the set of decided disjunctions depending on it (i.e. the disjunctions indicated by d-set i]).
The space complexity overhead introduced by d-set is negligible because there can never be more disjunction indices stored in all the locations of the vector than the number of disjunctions. Furthermore, since dsj and culprit are also vectors of dimension m, it follows that the space complexity of the whole algorithm is O(n+e+m), where n is the number of point variables, e the number of PA-relations and m the number of disjunctions.
Experimental Results
The algorithms described in the previous sections have been implemented in a temporal reasoning system called TimeGraph II (TG-II). 8 In this section we report some results from large scale tests we have conducted on a sun sparcstation 10 .
The experiments consist of two main classes. The rst is aimed at testing the performance and the scalability of building and of querying a timegraph, which are polynomial tasks. In these experiments we were mostly interested in data sets which tend to fall into chains, since our algorithms are designed to do especially well in such cases compared with traditional constraint propagation algorithms. Moreover, we believe that this assumption about the temporal structure of the information is typically satis ed in story comprehension problems 28] and in many planning domains such as TRAINS 1] .
The second class of experiments concerns the algorithms for deciding the consistency of a disjunctive timegraph. Since this task is NP-hard these experiments 8 Table II : Statistics for the construction of a timegraph were aimed not only at testing the scalability of the method proposed, but also at exploring the space of the problems without any strongly biased assumptions about the structure of the information, to enable us to identify interesting paramenters in term of which e ective heuristics can be formulated. Table II reports statistics about building timegraphs for randomly generated consistent sets of relations. For each number n of time points considered, the test procedure generates n sets of relations, each containing a number of relations equal to n INT(log 2 n) and constraining di erent pair of variables. For example, with n = 500, the procedure generates 500 timegraphs from 500 data sets each of which contains 4000 relations. The table reports the average CPU-time (milliseconds) for building the timegraph, the average number of chains, the average length of the chains and the average maximum length of the chains.
Construction and querying of a timegraph
Given a set S of n time points with indices 1; :::; n, the rst m points (S 0 ) { with m a random number between 1 and n { are chosen to represent distinct elements whose time order is the same as the order of their indices; the remaining n ? m points (S 00 ) are randomly assigned to coincide with points in S 0 . Relations are generated randomly by choosing a pair i; j (i < j) of indices. Speci cally, if both i and j are among the m distinct points, then the relation iRj is generated, where R is randomly taken from f<; ; 6 =g, with the percentage of 6 = relations kept low (2%). If i or j (or both) is one of the n?m points in S 00 , the corresponding point in S 0 is considered. For example, if n = 100, m = 70, i = 50, j = 80 and j was assigned to 50, then a relation between i and j is randomly taken from f ; ; =g. Since we were mostly interested in measuring TG-II's performance with data sets likely to allow chain formation, the pairs of points were generated using a geometric distribution with expected value 3. the number of 6 =-diamonds examined by NCD-NCA was nearly constant for all the data sets generated. Note however that this experiment is more concerned with comparing the scalability of the two approaches than with directly comparing the relative CPU-times. 9 In this sense the results of the experiment show that our algorithm for dealing with 6 = relations is much more e cient than van Beek's algorithm.
Other experiments show that querying a timegraph is on average a fast operation. For example, the average CPU-time over 100,000 queries on 100 randomly generated timegraphs with 500 points and 4000 relations was 2.8 milliseconds.
Finally, we should mention some recent experiments conducted by Yampratoom and Allen 43] Tables III and IV report the number of backtracks (the mean, the standard deviation and the maximum value) and the average CPU-time (milliseconds) required for deciding a set of 30 disjunctions of form x < y _ w < z using a timegraph built from a collection of convex PA-relations constraining 30 time points. 10 Table III pertains to the basic algorithm, while Table IV the algorithm performing the forward propagation during the search (see Figure  18 and Appendix B) which was applied to the same data sets used for Table III .
For each number r of convex PA-relations considered, 2000 randomly generated D-timegraphs were built, each of which was created in the following way:
rst, a set of convex PA-relations S was generated following a method similar to the one used for testing the construction of a timegraph (see Section 5.1) but using the uniform distribution instead of the geometric one in choosing the pair of points to be constrained; 11 second, a timegraph T was constructed from S; nally, a set D of disjunctions of the form x < y _ w < z was built by randomly generating each of them in such a way that:
x, y, w and z are point variables taking part in at least one of the relations in S;
x 6 = y, w 6 = z and the pair (x; y) is di erent from the pair (w; z); neither x < y nor w < z are in S. It is interesting to observe that the number of backtracks shown in Table III decreases dramatically when the number of PA-relations used to build the timegraph is greater than three times the number of the time points. The main reason for this is that in general the more constraints are imposed on the timegraph, the more disjunctions are eliminated by the pruning rules, and hence the easier the problem becomes for the backtracking step. For example, with 30 convex PArelations constraining 30 points only 11% of the disjunctions were eliminated on average, while with 75 convex PA-relations constraining 30 points this percentage was 58.5%. 11 By choosing the uniform distribution we have relaxed the assumption made in the previous section that the data sets generated are likely to allow chain formation. Figure 21 shows the distribution of the consistent data sets with respect to the number of PA-relations forming the timegraph. This curve indicates that when the timegraph is not particularly sparse the probability of the D-timegraph of being consistent is much smaller that the probability being inconsistent. Since the percentage of consistent data sets generated goes down drastically when the timegraph is not sparse, we have repeated the test of Table III by generating only consistent data sets. 12 The results of this experiment are qualitatively identical to those obtained when consistency is not enforced, and so they show that when the timegraph is not particularly sparse our method performs e ciently regardless of whether the information provided is consistent or not.
When the timegraph is sparse, there are some cases in which the basic algorithm performs a large number of backtracks (see Table III Table V shows that the number of cases for which more than 400 backtracks were performed is limited to 0.9% of all D-timegraph generated, while the percentage of D-timegraphs requiring at most 10 backtracks was 96.01%. Table IV shows that when the timegraph is sparse, the use of forward propagation technique during the search can dramatically reduce the number of backtracks. However, the CPU-time we need for propagating decided disjunctions Figure 22: Scalability of the algorithms for deciding a set of disjunctions can be too high for larger data sets. The main reason for this is that quasicycle elimination requires O(ê) time (forê metaedges in the timegraph). 13 It follows that a general good heuristic for large data sets is to prefer the use of the forward propagation when the initial timegraph is sparse or when the number of disjunctions to be decided is particularly high with respect to the number of convex PA-relations, and to use the basic algorithm in other cases. The curves in Figure 22 show the results of other experiments aimed at testing the scalability of the proposed approach. In this experiment we have considered only consistent data sets following the method described above. The two curves of the rst graph show the average CPU-time (seconds) required for deciding sets of disjunctions of size n (n number of time points) with 8n and 2nlogn simple PA-relations (with the logarithm truncated to its integer part). The numbers attached to the points on the curve indicate the percentage of the disjunctions eliminated by preprocessing. While in the case of 8n relations this percentage decreases when n increases, for 2nlogn relations it tends to be constant (wavering between 88.8 and 91.3). 14 The curve in the second graph shows the average CPU-time required by more sparse graphs (4n PA-relations) for which forward propagation has been used during the search. 15 Finally, the third graph shows that for the 16,000 problems considered our algorithms tend to perform polynomially (quadratic time for the curves of the rst graph and cubic time for the curve of the second) since the previous curves approximate straight lines on a log{log scale.
Conclusions
In this paper we addressed the problem of scalability in temporal reasoning, proposing a collection of new algorithms that are implemented in a temporal reasoning system called TimeGraph II (TG-II).
In the rst part of the paper we dealt with relations in the Point Algebra. In comparison with the constraint propagation approach, in our system both space and time complexity are reduced signi cantly for many practical applications. In fact, the space complexity depends on the size of the set of the stipulated relations and on a limited number of 6 = relations (a subset of those forming 6 =-diamonds), and not on the number of time points (as in the constraint propagation approach). Instead of computing the closure of the set of relations, we build a timegraph providing a collection of data structures that allow e cient deduction of relations at query time. Experimental results show that building a timegraph is much faster 13 In fact, as noted in Section 4.1, checking the existence of a quasicycle determined by a disjunct of the form r < s can be accomplished by querying whether the timegraph entails s r, which in the worst case requires linear time in the number of metaedges in the timegraph. 14 In order to simplify the gure these numbers are not shown. 15 These experiments were conducted on a sun sparcstation 2 and hence a comparison with the results in the previous graph is inappropriate. than computing the minimal network and that, on average, querying relations is very e cient. The larger lesson here is that avoiding precomputation of implicit relations and exploiting the inherent temporal structure (in our case, the chainlike structure) of the information in certain important classes of domains can yield dramatic improvements in practical performance.
Though timegraphs were rst proposed for e cient temporal reasoning in story understanding, there are reasons for regarding this approach as well-suited for planning applications. As we have noted, sets of temporal constraints that were generated in the context of the TRAINS project at Rochester (independently of our work) conformed well with our assumptions. In addition, van Beek 38] estimated some parameters for set of IA-relations arising in the kind of constraintbased planning proposed by Allen and Koomen 5] . He found that about 25% of the pairs of intervals were constrained by interval relations, and the great majority of these relations were pointizable. These are just the sorts of conditions under which our consistency algorithm for D-timegraphs is most e cient. Note that a consistent scenario (and hence a workable plan) is easily found by topological sorting once the disjunctions of a D-timegraph have been consistently instantiated by our algorithm.
Current and future work concerns the design of e cient algorithms for adding new relations to the timegraph dynamically and the integration of metric relations involving deadlines, durations and absolute times from which derive information about the partial order of the time points maintained in the timegraph. 16 In the second part of the paper we investigated a major extension of the Point Algebra to include binary disjunctions of PA-relations. This extension allows the representation of many useful relations outside PA including, in particular, disjointness between intervals of time. We addressed the problem of determining consistency by providing an e cient method which is based on two steps: preprocessing the initial set of disjunctions to reduce it to a logically equivalent subset; and searching for an instantiation of the remaining disjunctions, i.e. a set of disjuncts (one for each disjunction) which can be consistently added to the given timegraph.
The preprocessing step is worst-case polynomial and is based on some pruning rules which exploit the information stored in the timegraph to eliminate disjunctions. There are several polynomial strategies for applying these rules, including one which is complete for checking the consistency of interval relations in the ORD-Horn subclass of IA. The choice of strategy depends on how much e ort one wants to dedicate to the preprocessing step and how much to the search step. Though in general consistency testing is NP-complete for disjunctive information, experimental results show our algorithms for instantiating disjunctions to be approximately polynomial in practice.
It is an interesting question whether the preprocessing step by itself can pro-vide a good \approximate" method for determining consistency. Further research in this direction might be aimed at providing approximate consistency-checking algorithms for disjunctive temporal information that operate more e ciently and accurately than current approximate techniques based on constraint propagation 2, 39]. Finally, we are examining the possibility of improving the disjunction instantiation algorithm by excluding disjunctions from the instantiation whenever either of their disjuncts can be consistently assumed independently of how any other disjunctions are instantiated (certain instances of this property are easily detectable). This variant is especially relevant to planning, where we may not want to impose an order on actions until there are compelling reasons to do so. Appendix A We rst give an informal description of the algorithm for re ning the nextgreater links for a chain c, and then we present its pseudocode.
The algorithm searches for <-paths that go from one cross-connected vertex of c to another, starting with an outgoing cross-edge and ending with an incoming cross-edge. One search is potentially done for each cross-connected vertex with an outgoing cross-edge, starting at the vertex with the highest possible pseudotime and working \backward". Each search records (or updates) two pieces of information at each vertex v it visits, maxless(v) and maxleq(v). This information is used to avoid duplication of e ort in path-following. (As discussed below, a search can often be terminated at a previously visited vertex). Vertices where maxless and maxleq information is recorded are saved, and the values are reset to their defaults (nil) at the end. Their meanings are: maxless(v) = the maximum pseudotime of any vertex on c which is known to be a <-ancestor of v (= nil if there is none, interpreted as ?1); maxleq(v) = the maximum pseudotime greater than maxless(v) of any vertex on c which is known to be a -ancestor of v, = nil if there is none).
Intuitively, if maxless(v) for some arbitrary vertex v is the pseudotime of vertex u on chain c, this tells us that if we can nd a -path from v to some vertex w on c, we will have found a <-path from u to w (and so we can make nextgreater(u) point no further than w). Similarly if maxleq(v) is the pseudotime of vertex u on chain c, this tells us that if we can nd a <-path from v to some vertex w on c, we will have found a <-path from u to w.
Note that since we will search from cross-connected vertices with higher pseudotimes rst, when we nd a <-path to a vertex v to which we previously found a <-path, we can terminate that search path, since the previous path started at a higher pseudotime (so if some paths from v go back to chain c, we already found them and made the strongest possible updates to nextgreater pointers based on them). Similarly, when we nd a -path to a vertex v to which we previously found a <-path or -path, we do not need to search further from v.
Once we have found all paths from a vertex vstart on chain c to other crossconnected vertices on c, and updated nextgreater(vstart) accordingly, we can move backward link-by-link from vstart and update each of their nextgreater pointers, until we get to the another cross-connected vertex with outgoing crossedges. Then we initiate another search. (However, the search from vstart can be omitted if nextgreater(vstart) already points to a vertex preceding nextin(vstart) on the chain. In that case nextgreater(vstart) could not possibly be tightened by an \external" <-path.)
The search from a vertex vstart is conducted by means of an open list of vertices still to be expanded (searched from). One complication is that vertex expansion needs to take account not only of successors via by cross-edges, but 23 .
THEN W := W union {(nextout(v),l)}, where l = "<" if pseudotime(nextgreater(v)) <= pseudotime (nextout(v)), and l = "<=" otherwise}; 24.
FOR each (w,l) 
